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Abstract
As graphs continue to grow to have billions of vertices and

edges, the attention of graph processing is shifted from in-
memory graph system to external graph system. Of the two the
latter offers a cost-effective option for processing large-scale
graphs on a single machine by holding the enormous graph
data in both memory and storage. Although modern external
graph systems embrace many advanced I/O optimization tech-
niques and can perform well in general, graph algorithms that
build upon Breadth-First Search (BFS) (a.k.a. BFS-like algo-
rithms) still commonly suffer poor processing performance.
The key reason is that the recursive vertex traversal nature of
BFS may lead to poor I/O efficiency in loading the required
graph data from storage for processing.

Thus, this paper presents I/O-Efficient Graph Ordering
(IOE-Order) to pre-process the graph data, while better I/O
efficiency in loading storage-resident graph data can be de-
livered at runtime to boost the processing performance of
BFS-like algorithms. Particularly, IOE-Order comprises two
major pre-processing steps. The first is Breadth-First Degree-
Second (BFDS) Ordering, which exploits both graph traver-
sal pattern and degree information to store the vertices and
edges which are most likely to be accessed together for I/O
efficiency improvement. The second is Out-Degree Binning,
which splits the BFDS-ordered graph into multiple sorted bins
based on out-degrees of vertices so as to 1) further increase
I/O-efficiency for runtime graph processing and 2) deliver
high flexibility in pre-caching vertices based on the memory
availability. In contrast to the state-of-the-art pre-processing
techniques for BFS-like algorithms, IOE-Order demonstrates
better efficiency and practicability: It delivers higher process-
ing performance by achieving higher I/O efficiency but entails
much lower pre-processing overhead.

1 Introduction

Breadth-First Search (BFS) is the foundation of many popular
and important graph algorithms (a.k.a. BFS-like algorithms)
that share a common feature called recursive graph traver-

sal. That is, given a starting set of vertices, their adjacent
vertices (i.e., neighbors) will be explored recursively until all
the connected vertices are visited. Due to this feature of ex-
ploration, BFS-like algorithms are useful in various domains,
such as networking [13], bioinformatics [20, 32], social me-
dia [8, 23, 51], and others [24, 31, 38]. In addition, based on
the survey [42], BFS-like algorithms are popular. Particularly,
among 13 typical graph algorithms, Connected-Component
is most widely used, and Shortest-Path and Betweenness-
Centrality are also within the top five: They are all BFS-like.
Moreover, the BFS-like recursive graph traversal also plays a
critical role in many important graph mining algorithms such
as Subgraph Searching and Pruning [26, 36].

However, BFS-like algorithms generally have poor locality
of access. Specifically, compared with other graph algorithms
such as PageRank [18,39] and Sparse Matrix-Vector Multipli-
cation [29] where all vertices are regularly visited, BFS-like
algorithms only visit a subset of vertices at any given time.
More seriously, it is very challenging to predict how the ver-
tices are going to be visited given the fact that the BFS can
start with any vertex. As a result, even till today, how to effi-
ciently process graphs using BFS-like algorithms continues
drawing a lot of attention in both academia and industry.

On the other hand, as graphs continue to grow and can-
not fit in the memory of a machine, people start to leverage
the massive storage to keep the enormous graph data for
graph processing at low cost. Among several feasible solu-
tions (which will be presented in Section 2.1 in details), the
semi-external graph system is a popular option that demon-
strates its capability of efficiently processing the large-scale
graph in a single machine [53]. Due to the complex relation-
ships (i.e., edges) among entities (i.e., vertices) in real-world
graphs, the number of edges is typically significantly larger
than that of vertices [53]. Thus, semi-external graph systems
propose to keep the large-sized edge data in the massive stor-
age for holding a large-scale graph at low cost, but maintain
the small-sized vertex data in the faster memory for offering
better performance of graph processing (that typically gen-
erates lots of small and random updates to the attributes of
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vertices). Fortunately, since the memory space in commodity
PCs nowadays is generally large enough to hold the vertices
of most of large-scale graphs [2], semi-external graph sys-
tem is regarded as a cost-effective model in graph processing
and several excellent semi-external graph systems have been
developed [25, 29, 44, 53].

To further improve the performance of loading edges from
the slower storage, various effective I/O optimization tech-
niques have been suggested and integrated in modern semi-
external graph systems (which will be introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1 in detail). However, these general techniques could
only bring limited improvement to BFS-like algorithms due
to the lack of consideration of the BFS’s recursive graph
traversal nature. Thus, Lee et al. try to tackle the poor per-
formance issue of BFS-like algorithms via pre-processing
optimizations of ordering and pre-caching. Specifically, or-
dering is a technique to re-order the graph to improve the
locality of access, whereas pre-caching is to pre-load the data
in memory which will not be changed during the entire execu-
tion (see Section 2.2 for details). Nevertheless, based on our
evaluations, their designs for BFS-like algorithms still leave
a substantial room for improvement due to the limited I/O
efficiency; furthermore, they may even suffer the critical issue
of limited practicability for spending considerable time on
pre-processing compared to the improvement that they bring
(see Section 2.3 for details).

To boost the processing performance of BFS while deliver
high practicability, this paper proposes I/O-Efficient Graph
Ordering (IOE-Order), which comprises two steps to pre-
process the graph, while better I/O efficiency in loading edge
data can be achieved during graph processing. The first step is
called Breadth-First Degree-Second (BFDS) Ordering. Specif-
ically, BFDS not only exploits the graph traversal pattern to
capture the global structure of a graph, but also, based on
the global structure, keeps the neighbors of high in-degree
vertices together so that more I/O requests with high I/O effi-
ciency can be issued during graph processing.

The second step is Out-Degree (OutD) Binning. Under
BFDS-ordered graph, OutD Binning further splits the edge
data into multiple bins based on the sizes of edge lists (i.e.,
out-degrees of vertices). Additionally, all the bins are sorted
and stored sequentially on the graph according to their average
out-degrees. In this way, the vertices of small out-degree can
be physically separated and then efficiently pre-cached, while
loading data from the rest of bins could enjoy much higher
I/O efficiency. Furthermore, the design of multiple bins in the
graph provides high flexibility. That is, semi-external graph
systems can easily pre-cache edge data starting from the bin
with the smallest average out-degree based on the different
amounts of memory in various machines.

We implement IOE-Order in C++ and evaluate its effec-
tiveness on Graphene [29], which is an open-sourced, state-
of-the-art semi-external graph system. In particular, we en-
rich Graphene to support pre-caching. Our evaluations based

on billion-scale graphs reveal that, compared with the inte-
grated solution of state-of-the-art pre-processing optimiza-
tions [28], IOE-Order delivers better efficiency and practi-
cability. In terms of efficiency, IOE-Order can improve the
processing time of various BFS-like algorithms by 18.8%
on average and even up to 36.1%, thanks to its efficacy in
increasing/optimizing I/O efficiency from 70.9% to 82.1%
on average and even up to 98.8%. As for the practicability,
IOE-Order entails much lower (i.e., 815.2× lower) online
pre-processing overhead by enabling a flexible and efficient
way to pre-cache edges with a holistic graph ordering.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background and motivation regarding this work.
Section 3 introduces the main design of I/O-Efficient Graph
Ordering. Next, Section 4 demonstrates the evaluation results.
Finally, Section 5 discusses the related work and Section 6
concludes this work.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Semi-External Graph Processing

A graph generally comprises two sets of data: vertex data that
consist of a set of vertices along with vertex attributes and
edge data that describe the set of edges linking two vertices
along with edge properties. That is, an edge describes the
neighboring relationship of two connected vertices, and for
an edge e = (u,v) in a directed graph, v is referred to as the
out-neighbor of u while u is referred to as the in-neighbor
of v. The terms out-degree and in-degree further indicate the
number of out-neighbors and in-neighbors for a given vertex
respectively. In practice, in the vertex data, each vertex is as-
signed with a distinct value, called vertex ID, for identification
purpose. Edge data, on the other hand, represent all the edges
in the form of edge list that enumerates the neighbors’ vertex
IDs for a specific vertex, and all the edge lists are further
sorted by vertex IDs. Thus, the edge list of a given vertex in
the edge data can be easily indexed by the vertex ID.

As depicted in Figure 1(a), the semi-external graph system
is introduced to cost-effectively process the graph data by 1)
keeping the small-sized but frequently-updated vertex data in
the faster memory while 2) storing the large-sized but mostly-
read-only edge data in the cheaper storage. Particularly, in
modern semi-external graph systems [25,29,44,53], a vertex’s
attribute and file offset to its edge list are maintained in mem-
ory, and the entire edge data are stored in storage as file(s).
On the other hand, the modern semi-external graph systems
usually support the push-style, vertex-centric programming
model [33] because of its ability to express a lot of graph
algorithms and its ease for distributed and parallelized execu-
tion [21]. Under such programming model, graph algorithms
are designed to iteratively specify and activate a subset of
vertices (a.k.a. active vertices) that need to be processed in
the following iteration. Thus, the modern semi-external graph
systems typically provide the API to load all the edge lists of
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(a) Typical System Architecture of Semi-External Graph System.

(b) Graph Processing Flow with Ordering and Pre-Caching.

Figure 1: An Overview of Semi-External Graph System.

active vertices from the edge data, so that graph algorithms
can, based on the loaded edge data, efficiently update the
vertex attributes in memory and generate a new set of active
vertices for the next iteration of processing.

As presented in Figure 1(a) as well, to further improve the
efficiency of loading edge data from storage, from bottom
to top, modern semi-external graph systems also introduce
several general I/O optimization techniques as follows:

I/O Merging. Solid-state drives (SSDs), which are adopted
in most state-of-the-art semi-external graph systems, deliver
better I/O throughput under I/O requests of larger sizes [29,
53]. Therefore, when the I/O requests are issued to retrieve
the blocks in SSD, several small requests are typically merged
into a large request for higher I/O throughput [29, 53]. This
technique is called I/O merging. Taking FlashGraph [53] as
an example, it merges 4KB I/O requests to consecutive blocks
if possible, so an I/O request actually issued by FlashGraph
could typically range from 4 KB up to many MBs. By contrast,
Graphene [29] issues 512 B I/Os and aggressively merges
them to close (but not necessary to be consecutive) blocks and
forms a larger I/O request (up to 16 KB) and submits a great
amount of asynchronous I/Os to saturate I/O throughput.

I/O Cache. After the completion of I/O requests, the loaded
edge lists are typically kept in the I/O cache, which is a small
amount of user-space memory managed by the semi-external
graph system, and wait for being processed. Different sys-
tems usually have their strategies to manage the I/O cache.
For instance, FlashGraph [53] adopts traditional page cache
management strategy (i.e., g-clock algorithm) to evict the less-

frequently-accessed data from the I/O cache. On the other
hand, since Graphene [29] issues fine-grained 512 B I/Os,
it directly discards the loaded edge lists, instead of keeping
them for future use, in I/O cache after being processed to
better utilize I/O cache.

Overlapping I/O with Computation. The mainstream
semi-external graph systems typically overlap I/O with
computation to have a significant improvement in perfor-
mance. To realize this functionality, asynchronous I/O is
one key technique since it can allow a thread to do the
computation while there are several ongoing I/Os in the
background [53]. Another key technique is to leverage the
multi-thread programming that enables the separation of
computation jobs and I/O jobs in different threads so that
both type of jobs can be done parallelly [29].

2.2 Pre-processing for BFS-like Algorithms
Although modern semi-external graph systems integrate sev-
eral general I/O optimization techniques, BFS-like algorithms
are still notorious for their poor processing performance [28].
The reason is twofold: First, the I/O optimization techniques
introduced in Section 2.1 are for general graph algorithms.
Therefore, their designs do not particularly favor the recur-
sive graph traversal nature of BFS. Second, real-world graphs
usually have irregular structure and follow power-law distribu-
tion [16]. In other words, the edge lists of a vertex’s neighbors
tend to be scattered across the edge data, and their actual sizes
are much smaller than the block granularity of I/O requests.

To alleviate the poor processing performance of BFS-like
algorithms on semi-external graph system, Lee et al. look
for the opportunity of pre-processing the graph data [28]. As
shown in Figure 1(b), before processing the graph by BFS-
like graph algorithms, they propose to first pre-process the
graph by two stages: ordering and pre-caching.

Ordering. In general, ordering is a common technique to
convert a graph into a new one by re-assigning vertex IDs
and re-ordering the edge lists in the edge data based on the
newly assigned vertex IDs [28]. Due to this nature, typically,
ordering only needs to be applied once per graph and can
be done by using a powerful server. Thus, we refer to the
ordering stage as offline pre-processing.

In contrast to the existing ordering techniques that are
mainly designed for in-memory graph systems [33,37], Lee et
al. introduce Neighborhood Ordering (Norder) [28] to achieve
better access locality for semi-external graph systems. Its
objective is to assign neighboring vertices with close ver-
tices IDs so that the edge lists of neighboring vertices can be
thereby stored closely in the edge data for the reduction of I/O
cost. In practice, Norder minimizes the standard deviation of
the neighboring vertex IDs by performing the BFS with depth
level bound [28] starting from the highest in-degree vertex.
The depth level is bounded to two because they empirically
found it to be effective for overall performance.
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Pre-caching. Static cache is a common technique, which
can be found in many system designs [15, 30, 47], to reduce
the number of issued I/Os. Unlike traditional cache which
replaces data upon cache miss, the data in static cache are
pre-loaded and will not be evicted during the whole execution.

Lee et al. utilize the static cache to selectively pre-cache
some edge data before processing the graph [28]. Since a
graph is usually analyzed many times (i.e., number k in Fig-
ure 1(b)) for obtaining various information [52], the pre-
cached data can benefit the graph processing for multiple
rounds until all the graph workloads are completed. Please
note that, since the edge data must be adaptively pre-cached
based on the static cache size and graph workloads at runtime,
the pre-caching stage needs to be re-performed whenever the
available memory space for static cache changes or a new
set of graph workloads launches. Thus, we refer to the pre-
caching stage as online pre-processing.

As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the pre-caching stage can
be further divided into two steps: vertex selection and edge
loading. Particularly, the step of vertex selection has a direct
impact on how I/Os can be reduced, since this step determines
which edge data concerned with the selected vertices are going
to be pre-cached (from the storage) during the step of edge
loading. Thus, to reduce small and random I/Os during graph
processing, Lee et al. propose Greedy Vertex Selection (GVS)
to pick out the vertices whose edge lists are not stored in the
same I/O block as their siblings (i.e., vertices sharing the same
in-neighbor) [28].

2.3 Motivation: I/O Efficiency of BFS-like Al-
gorithms

Despite the fact that Norder and GVS indeed achieve notice-
able performance improvement for BFS-like algorithms, the
question of how close we are from the optimal processing
performance still remains. Thus, this section will answer this
question, through a series of theoretical modelling and practi-
cal evaluations, from a new perspective: I/O efficiency.

Since BFS-like algorithms generally show higher de-
mands for I/O than computation [29] and modern semi-
external graph systems typically overlap the I/O with compu-
tation [29, 53], the I/O performance basically dominates the
overall processing performance of BFS-like algorithms. Thus,
the processing performance (denoted as Proc. Perf.) of BFS-
like algorithm on a semi-external graph system can be first
expressed as Equation 1: That is, the processing performance
is proportional to the number of bytes actually processed by
the BFS-like algorithm (denoted as Proc. Bytes) but is in
inverse propotation to the total time spent on I/O (denoted
as denotes the number of bytes actually processed by the
BFS-like algorithm and I/O Time).

Proc. Perf. ∝
Proc. Bytes

I/O Time
=

Trans. Bytes
I/O Time

× Proc. Bytes
Trans. Bytes

(1)

Where:
I/O Throughput =

Trans. Bytes
I/O Time

, (2)

I/O Efficiency =
Proc. Bytes
Trans. Bytes

. (3)

If we introduce the total number of transferred bytes (denoted
as Trans. Bytes) into Equation 1, the processing performance
can be further expressed into the product of two critical com-
ponents: I/O throughput and I/O efficiency. As expressed in
Equations 2 and Equation 3, I/O throughput represents the to-
tal number of transferred bytes (Trans. Bytes) within the total
time spent on I/O (I/O Time), while I/O efficiency indicates
the ratio of the total number of processed bytes (Proc. Bytes)
to the total number of transferred bytes (Trans. Bytes).

From Equation 1, we can learn that the key to optimize
processing performance is by simultaneously maintaining
high I/O throughput and high I/O efficiency. However, in
practice, there usually exists a trade-off between them. Taking
Graphene [29] as an example, on one hand, it proposes to
exploit fine-grained I/O granularity to avoid low I/O efficiency,
but on the other hand, leverages I/O merging to achieve high
I/O throughput. Thus, to see how the I/O merging affects the
overall processing performance of BFS-like algorithms in
practice, Figure 2(a) presents the results of performing a BFS
algorithm on Graphene [29] using the large-scale uk2007
graph [48], which comprises nearly four billions of edges.
In this figure, the x-axis indicates whether the I/O merging
is enabled and the ordering algorithm used to re-order the
evaluated graph, while the y-axis demonstrates the overall
processing performance (in terms of the total processing time)
and the I/O efficiency. It can be clearly observed that although
the I/O merging can effectively reduce the total processing
time by 43%, it also degrades the I/O efficiency by 12.4%
when the evaluated graph is randomly re-ordered (denoted as
Rand-Order).

(a) I/O Merging and Ordering. (b) Norder and GVS (with I/O Merging).

Figure 2: A Series of Evaluations of Running BFS Algorithm
on Graphene [29] with uk2007 Graph [48].

Figure 2(a) also reveals how the state-of-the-art Norder
algorithm helps to improve the I/O efficiency with the I/O
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merging enabled. Particularly, we can clearly observe that
Norder indeed shows its efficacy to further reduce the total
processing time by 69.7% against Rand-Order. Nevertheless,
the actual I/O efficiency under Norder is still quite low, which
is only 41.9%; that is, almost 60% of the bytes are loaded but
useless over all the transferred bytes.

To further understand whether the state-of-the-art GVS can
help improving the I/O efficiency, we vary the static cache size
to be 0% (i.e., no static cache), 10%, ..., to 40% of the edge
data size in uk2007 graph [48] and have the graph re-ordered
by Norder. As shown in Figure 2(b), as the static cache size
keeps increasing, GVS can not only keep decreasing the total
processing time but also have the potential to improve the I/O
efficiency. This is because GVS aims to reduce the number
of small and random I/Os during graph processing. In other
words, when more edge data are pre-cached by GVS in a
static cache of larger sizes, more small and random I/Os to
the pre-cached edge data can be completed in the faster static
cache for preventing incurring I/Os with low I/O efficiency.
Nevertheless, such improvement comes at a huge cost and
demand for the static cache size. As shown in Figure 2(b),
only when the static cache size is up to 40% of the evaluated
edge data size, a nearly 75% (specifically, 73.1%) of the I/O
efficiency can be achieved eventually. This not only exposes
the ineffectiveness of GVS in utilizing the static cache, but
even makes semi-external graph system still costly to process
BFS-like algorithms on large-scale graphs.

Table 1: Pre-processing Time of Norder and GVS (seconds).
Static Cache Ordering Vertex Selection Edge Loading

Size (Norder) (GVS) (based on GVS)

10%

51.7

2,914.7 16.3
20% 4,708.3 17.6
30% 6,061.0 18.7
40% 7,053.4 19.6

There is even one more thing that may further limit the
practicability of the existing the pre-processing techniques,
particularly GVS, if the pre-processing overhead is consid-
ered. Table 1 shows the pre-processing time of Norder, GVS,
and the edge loading time based on GVS. It can be clearly
observed that, although the pre-processing time of Norder is
about 51.7 seconds, the ordering stage is actually an offline
preprocessing optimization which only introduces an one-shot
overhead. By contrast, GVS, which is online pre-processing
optimization, requires up to 7,053 seconds (which is almost
67.17× of the total processing time of BFS) when the static
cache size is as large as 40% of the edge data. Given the fact
that GVS needs to be re-performed whenever the size of static
cache changes or a new set of graph workloads launches, such
high time complexity may make GVS fail to reduce the end-
to-end graph processing time especially when the number of
workloads (i.e., number k in Figure 1(b)) is not large enough
to amortize the huge overhead of GVS.

3 I/O-Efficient Graph Ordering

3.1 Overview

Based on the investigations presented in Section 2.3, we re-
alize that optimizing the I/O efficiency of loading storage-
resident edge data is crucial to boost the processing perfor-
mance of BFS-like algorithms on semi-external graph sys-
tem. Thus, this section introduces a new I/O-Efficient Graph
Ordering that not only enables higher I/O efficiency for bet-
ter processing performance by pre-processing the graph but
also demonstrates great practicability by entailing low pre-
processing overhead.

As shown in Figure 3, the proposed IOE-Order consists of
two major steps to re-order the graph. The first step is Breadth-
First Degree Second (BFDS) Ordering (see Section 3.2) that
exploits both graph traversal pattern and in-degrees of vertices
to re-assign the vertex IDs such that the edge lists of vertices,
which are most likely to be together traversed by BFS-like al-
gorithms, can be thereby closely stored in the edge data. This
step can guarantee that higher I/O efficiency in loading the
edge data involved in graph traversals can be achieved, even
when the I/O merging is also enabled for high I/O throughput.

Figure 3: An Overview of I/O-Efficient Graph Ordering.

The second step, Out-Degree (OutD) Binning (see Sec-
tion 3.3), is then introduced to split the BFDS-ordered graph
into multiple bins based on the sizes of edge lists (out-degree),
while edge lists within each bin are still sorted based on the
BFDS-suggested order. Moreover, all these bins are sorted
and stored sequentially on the edge data based on the their
average out-degrees in descending order to form the final
graph ordering. This step ensures that the small edge lists
can be physically separated and then pre-cached, so that the
I/O efficiency of loading those bins of large edge lists can be
thereby improved.

Last but not the least, as illustrated in Figure 3, the final
BFDS-ordered and OutD-binned graph also suggests a flexi-
ble and efficient way to utilize the static cache. Particularly,
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we can easily and sequentially load the edge lists of bin(s) in
the reverse order based on the available size of static cache.
In other words, the final graph is a holistic graph ordering
which cleverly embeds the suggestion of vertex selection to
completely eliminate the online pre-processing overhead of
selecting vertices for pre-caching edges.

3.2 Breadth-First Degree-Second Ordering
3.2.1 Design Concept

The state-of-the-art ordering (i.e., Norder [28]) for BFS-like
algorithms mainly relies on the intuition that the neighboring
vertices will be typically traversed together. This intuition, al-
though it is generally correct, it may overlook the importance
of graph traversal nature of BFS. Particularly, in contrast to
the neighboring information which could only provide the lo-
cal information regarding vertices, the graph traversal pattern
can offer the global and structural view about the whole graph
and imply that which vertices may have higher probabilities
to be traversed earlier/late than others.

To examine how the graph traversal pattern can help with
the improvement in I/O efficiency, let us consider a typical
BFS starting with a given vertex v∗. Suppose that the graph
is “coincidentally” re-ordered according to the BFS traversal
pattern starting with v∗, the I/O efficiency in performing the
BFS (starting with the vertex v∗) can theoretically reach the
optimal (i.e., 100%). In such case, the I/O accesses to the
storage-resident edge data will be like sequentially sliding
over the storage space from the smallest vertex ID to the
largest vertex ID.

However, the optimal ordering might not always be the
case in practice, because BFS can start with any vertex. For-
tunately, we observe that graph traversal pattern, along with
the in-degree information of vertices, can provide us the fol-
lowing probabilistic hints about how vertices are going to be
traversed earlier/late than others. First, high in-degree ver-
tices have higher possibility to be visited earlier than low
in-degree ones. Second, during graph traversal, the vertices
which are recursively connected to high in-degree vertices
are also likely to be traversed earlier. Thus, not only the high
in-degree vertices but also the vertices recusively connected
to high in-degree vertices shall be best stored with their re-
spective neighbors closely in storage for delivering higher I/O
efficiency.

Based on the above insights, we introduce the Breadth-First
Degree-Second (BFDS) Ordering that performs the graph
traversal with the consideration of the in-degree information
of vertices to order a graph. Particularly, BFDS performs
the graph traversal, starting with the highest in-degree vertex
(which demonstrates the highest probability of being traversed
earlier) but iteratively traverses the out-neighbors based on
their in-degrees. In contrast to the conventional BFS, BFDS
further sorts the active vertices in an iteration according to
their in-degrees in descending order so that the out-neighbors

of the “sorted” active vertices are assigned with consecutive
vertex IDs in order. In a nutshell, BFDS not only orders the
vertices based on the graph traversal pattern (i.e., “Breadth-
First”) but further gives higher priority to keep the neighbors
of high in-degree vertices together (i.e., “Degree-Second”).
Consequently, BFDS maximally keeps vertices which are
likely to be traversed together, making the I/Os issued by
BFS-like algorithms enjoy higher I/O efficiency.

3.2.2 Design Details

Algorithm 1 shows the proposed BFDS ordering. Lines 1-3
are for the initialization of BFDS. Specifically, Line 1 finds
out the maximum in-degree vertex, and push it to be starting
vertex in Line 2. Line 3 is the new re-assigned vertex ID.

Algorithm 1 Breadth-First Degree-Second Ordering
Input: Graph G = (V,E);
Output: Mapping function Map

1: Find out vmaxin to be the max in-degree vertex
2: Active←{vmaxin}
3: NewID← 0
4: while Active is not empty do
5: Sort Active based on in-degree in descending order
6: for v ∈ Active do
7: for u ∈ v.neighbors & u is not visited do
8: NextActive← u
9: Map.add(u,NewID)

10: NewID← NewID+1
11: end for
12: end for
13: Active← NextActive
14: end while
15: Assign the rest of unvisited vertices new IDs

Lines 4-14 are the core function of BFDS. To begin with,
Line 5 will sort all the active vertices (denoted as Active) based
on their in-degree in descending order. Line 6 iterates all the
vertices from the highest in-degree one and tries to assign
consecutive IDs to its un-visited neighbors from Lines 7-11.
Particularly, if a neighboring vertex is not assigned to a new
ID yet, it gets a new ID and becomes the active vertex of next
iteration (denoted as NextActive) in Line 8. Finally, the while
loop will end if Active is empty. Nevertheless, several isolated
vertices that cannot be reached by the graph traversal are still
not assigned with new IDs. As a result, Line 15 will assign
the rest of unvisited vertices with new IDs.

As we can see, the time complexity of BFDS ordering is
O(|E|+ |V |) combined with the overhead incurred by Line 5.
Suppose the total iteration is n and there are Vi active vertices
in iteration i, The total number of visited vertices is ∑

n
i=1 Vi ≤

V . The time incurred by Line 5 shows in the following.

n

∑
i=1

Vi logVi <
n

∑
i=1

Vi logV ≤V logV
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Therefore, the time complexity of BFDS is O(|E|+ |V |+
|V | log |V |). On the other hand, the time complexity of
Norder [28] is roughly O(|E|+ |V |), which is slightly faster
than BFDS. Nevertheless, BFDS shows significant improve-
ment in performance against Norder in Section 4. Further-
more, ordering only needs to be done once per graph and can
be completed in offline [50]. We believe BFDS is an effective
ordering overall in practice.

3.3 Out-Degree Binning

3.3.1 Design Concept

Although BFDS improves the I/O efficiency of BFS-like algo-
rithms, it is still hard to reach the optimum due to the irregular
structure of real-world graphs. To further optimize I/O effi-
ciency while offering the efficient pre-caching, we propose a
simple yet effective design, namely Out-Degree (OutD) Bin-
ning, to refine the BFDS-ordered graph. Its key idea is to
isolate those edge lists, which might be harder to be properly
re-ordered by the BFDS Ordering and could be the root cause
of lower I/O efficiency; however, the BFDS-suggested order-
ing is still maximally preserved within each bin to have high
I/O efficiency of loading the rest of edge lists.

Our intuition, in practice, is that the I/O efficiency of load-
ing a vertex’s edge list might relate to its number of out-
neighbors (out-degree), since the out-neighbors of an active
vertex will typically be processed by BFS-like algorithms at a
time, which thereby leads to larger number of processed bytes
(i.e., numerator) in Equation 3. By contrast, as the issued I/O
size is generally large for achieving higher bandwidth, load-
ing smaller number of out-neighbors of an active vertex from
storage may most likely result in lower I/O efficiency.

With such intuition in mind, Figure 4 illustrates why and
how OutD Binning avoids low I/O efficiency. Particularly,
we consider a simple scenario that the BFDS-ordered graph
is split into two bins: Large-OutD bin (for containing larger
edge lists such as EL0 and EL1) and Small-OutD bin (for
containing smaller edge lists such as ES0 and ES1), and the
edge lists of Small-OutD bin are pre-cached in the static
cache. In contrast to the existing GVS which may just simply
pre-cache ES0 and ES1 into the static cache (without binning
them), the potential benefits of OutD Binning are twofold:
First, since ES0 and ES1 are already pre-cached in the static
cache, when loading the block containing EL0 , OutD Binning
effectively avoids the redundancy in loading ES0 ; instead,
EL1 can be actively loaded with EL0 to achieve higher I/O
efficiency, since EL0 and EL1 are supposed to be traversed
together based on the BFDS ordering. Second, OutD Binning
enables a more efficient pre-caching process. That is, rather
than executing time-consuming vertex selection and loading
the edge lists randomly and inefficiently (as the existing GVS
does), OutD Binning suggests that the pre-caching process
can be efficiently performed by sequentially loading the edge

lists from the Small-OutD bin. Moreover, it will be more
beneficial to pre-cache the edge lists from the Small-OutD
bin than that from the Large-OutD bin. This is because a
larger number of vertices can be pre-cached in the same size
of static cache, and each vertex is typically visited the same
number of times by BFS-like algorithms.

Figure 4: The Benefits of OutD-Binning.

3.3.2 Design Details

To make this design concept more practical, this section ex-
tends OutD Binning to split the BFDS-ordered graph into
multiple bins. Furthermore, all bins are sorted and stored se-
quentially on the graph based on their average out-degrees
in descending order. Thus, static cache can simply pre-cache
the edge lists starting from the bin of the smallest average
out-degree based on the available memory, making the pre-
caching stage easy and efficient.

Nevertheless, bin size is important for overall performance.
If the bin size is too small, the structure of BFDS-ordered
graph could be destroyed, making the ordering less effective.
If the bin size is much larger than the size of static cache, we
could fail to pre-cache the critical edge lists, making static
cache less effective. Thus, we propose to configure the bin
sizes following the exponential decay of edge data size (as
illustrated in Figure 5) since they are appropriate for large-
scale graphs and perform well with or without static cache
as shown in Section 4.2. Furthermore, we suggest to set the
smallest bin to a size that is affordable by most of the com-
puters (e.g., less than 2 GB) so that the whole smallest bin
can be entirely pre-cached and the total number of bins could
vary for graphs with different sizes.

Figure 5: Layout of Exponential Decay Bin Sizes.

To order a graph with OutD Binning, we first sort all the
vertices in ascending order based on their out-degrees so as
to easily identify the small vertices. Next, starting from the
smallest size of bin, we create bin by marking the vertices
into the current bin. If the current bin is full, we will re-assign
the vertex IDs based on the ordering of BFDS-optimized
graph. This process keeps doing until all the bins are created.
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Therefore, the time complexity of OutD Binning is O(|V | ·
log|V |+ |V |+N · |V |), where N is the total number of bins.

Besides the good performance, the advantage of utilizing
the OutD Binning is two-fold. First, the graph optimized
by OutD Binning provides high flexibility. That is, by pro-
viding multiple bins which demonstrate different I/O effi-
ciency, OutD Binning embeds the results of vertex selection
in graph; therefore, users can still easily pre-cache again with-
out re-running OutD Binning because selection information
preserves in the graph. On the contrary, GVS requires re-
computation every time if the size of static cache changes or
new set of graph workloads launches [28].

Second, OutD Binning enables efficient pre-caching. Par-
ticularly, OutD Binning stored the small edge lists together
using bins. Thus, users can easily and efficiently pre-cache
the edge lists based on the available memory in static cache.
By contrast, GVS requires high complexity to select vertices
in the pre-caching stage. The time complexity of GVS is
O(|E|+ |V |+

√
K ·M+M · log|V |), where the M is the static

cache size and K is the parameter which is usually set to
be hundreds or thousands [28]. Such time-consuming pre-
processing might fail to reduce the end-to-end graph process-
ing time especially when users do not have many workloads
to amortize the huge overhead of GVS.

4 Evaluations

4.1 Evaluational Setup

This section conducts a series of evaluations to demonstrate
the effectiveness of IOE-Order on Graphene. There are gener-
ally six classic BFS-like algorithms in the field [28], which
are Breadth-First Search (BFS) [35], Single-Source Short-
est Paths (SSSP) [19], All-Pair Shortest Path (APSP) [45],
Weakly Connected Components (WCC) [19], Diameter Mea-
surement (DIAM) [12], and Betweenness Centrality (BC) [7].
Nevertheless, some of them are similar to each others. For
example, SSSP is implemented based on BFS, and DIAM con-
sists of multiple rounds of BFS; besides, both of APSP and
BC require the shortest paths from all vertices. Therefore, in-
stead of evaluating all these six classical BFS-like algorithms,
we only select BFS, APSP, and WCC, which demonstrate
different behaviors of graph traversal. Details of the chosen
algorithms are illustrated in the following:

Breadth-First Search (BFS) [35] is a typical algorithm for
graph traversal. BFS begins with a user-input vertex and visits
its neighbors by marking them to be the active vertices of
next iteration. A visited vertex will not be visited again in the
future. This procedure keeps going recursively until there is
no more active vertex.

All-Pair Shortest Path (APSP) [45] computes the shortest
paths from all the vertices in the graph. Due to the high com-
plexity of computing SSSP from all vertices, an approximate

approach is to randomly sample 32 source vertices, and calcu-
late the distance by performing multi-source traversals from
the sampled vertices.

Weakly Connected Components (WCC) [19] finds out the
subgraphs that the vertices are all connected to each other.
One way to implement WCC is to use BFS to detect the
largest WCC first, and then explore the rest of smaller WCCs
by exploiting label propagation.

We implement IOE-Order in C++ and evaluate its effective-
ness using Graphene [29]. Notably, to the best of our knowl-
edge, although there are several open-sourced, semi-external
systems [25, 29, 53], Graphene [29] is the most state-of-the-
art one that integrates multiple techniques for optimizing the
graph processing on SSD; according to its paper [29], it per-
forms the best against other existing semi-external systems
(and even approaches the performance of in-memory systems
such as Ligra [46] and Galois [37]). However, IOE-Order can
be easily applied to other semi-external systems to further
improve the performance of running BFS-like algorithms.
Moreover, in contrast to the other systems [25, 53], it tackles
the low I/O efficiency problem by leveraging 512-byte fine-
grained I/O to read only the necessary data. Based on their
designs, our method can further boost the processing perfor-
mance of BFS-like algorithms by improving the I/O efficiency.
Nevertheless, since Graphene does not support static cache,
we realize the static cache as shown in Figure 1(a), where the
static cache is implemented to be a separate memory space in
addition to I/O cache.

To have a thorough comparison, we compare IOE-Order
against the other three orderings incorporated with two vertex
selection algorithms. In addition to Norder [28], we also add
Rand-Order to be the baseline and In-degree Order (denoted
as InD-Order), which re-assigns vertex IDs starting from the
highest in-degree vertex. On the other hand, in addition to
GVS [28], the other vertex selection algorithm is Out-Degree
(denoted as OutD), which selects the vertices with small out-
degree to keep as many edge lists in the static cache as possi-
ble. Because of the complexity to show many combinations
of different designs, we use the notation Norder+GVS to rep-
resent the graph is ordered by Norder and the vertices are
selected by GVS. By contrast, since the proposed method is a
holistic optimization, we simply use IOE-Order to represent.

To show the accurate result, we run each graph algorithm
five times and demonstrate the average result. However, BFS,
in contrast to the other two algorithms, requires the user to
input starting vertex. Thus, we randomly sample 32 starting
vertices for BFS and report the average execution time. Ta-
ble 2 lists all the graphs used for evaluation in this work. All of
them are billion-scale, real-world graphs from webgraph [5,6].
Particularly, uk2007 [48] and gsh2015 [10] are web crawler
graphs, while Twitter [11] is social graph. The largest graph in
our experiment is gsh2015 [10], which contains 988 millions
of vertices and 33.88 billions of edges.

All the experiments are conducted on HPE ProLiant DL560
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Table 2: The Evaluated Graph Datasets.
Graph Name Number of Vertices Number of Edges

Twitter 42 M 1.4 B
uk2007 108 M 3.93 B
gsh2015 988 M 33.88 B

Gen10 server with Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU and 1 TB
DDR4-2666 memory on Debian GNU/Linux 9, and the stor-
age device is Samsung SSD 860 EVO 1TB with SATA proto-
col. Please note that the actual memory used by Graphene is
configured to be related to the size of edge data. Particularly,
we fix the size of I/O cache to be 5% of the edge data, and
vary the sizes of static cache to show the different results
under various memory resources.

4.2 Evaluation of IOE-Order
We compare IOE-Order against all state-of-the-art optimiza-
tions. Figure 6 shows the overall comparison. Specifically,
Figures 6(a), 6(c), and 6(b) depict the processing time
of running BFS, APSP, and WCC, respectively, while Fig-
ures 6(d), 6(f), and 6(e) show the I/O efficiency of running the
three algorithms in the same order. In each sub-figure, y-axis
denotes the processing time or I/O efficiency and x-axis de-
notes the size of static cache, which ranges from 0% to 40%
to the edge data size. Please note that 0% static cache means
that there is no static cache but only I/O cache in Graphene.
Since the loaded edge lists in static cache could be used for
many times to amortize the pre-caching overhead, the results
presented in Figure 6 skip the time spending on pre-caching
stage, which will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.

Overall speaking, ordering (0% static cache) has significant
impact on performance. Not surprisingly, Rand-Order demon-
strates the worst performance, while InD-Order averagely
improves from Rand-Order by 43.6%. Norder, which is the
state-of-the-art ordering optimization for BFS-like algorithms,
performs better than InD-Order by 30.8%. IOE-Order further
outperforms Norder by 16.5% and improve the I/O efficiency
from 59.4% to 72.4% on average. Such improvement is due
to BFDS ordering, which not only exploits high in-degree
information but also traversal pattern to further effectively
optimize the I/O efficiency.

Furthermore, we can generally observe the trend that or-
dering almost dominates the overall performance. That is, for
most cases, given the same size of static cache, a better order-
ing will win no matter GVS or OutD is used. Nevertheless,
GVS still outperforms OutD if the same ordering is adopted.
Take Norder as an example, Norder+GVS averagely improves
Norder+OutD by 10.2% in processing time. On the other hand,
IOE-Order also demonstrates the effectiveness in pre-caching.
Specifically, IOE-Order steadily improves Norder+GVS by
18.4%, 20.7%, 20.0%, and 18.2% regarding processing time
on average as the static cache increases from 10% to 40%.

Since IOE-Order and Norder+GVS are generally the top
two combinations which perform better than the others, we
mainly focus on the comparison of these two in the following.

Details of BFS Evaluation. BFS, which is the foundation for
all BFS-like algorithms, performs well with IOE-Order un-
der all graphs. Averagely, IOE-Order improves 22.3%, 21.7%,
22.0%, 20.7%, and 17.3% against Norder+GVS when the size
of static cache ranges from 0% to 40%. On the other hand,
based on the various sizes of static cache, IOE-Order also
provides the high I/O efficiencies, which averagely improves
from 64.0% to 85.5%. We can see that the performance differ-
ence between IOE-Order and Norder+GVS becomes slightly
smaller as the size of static cache increases. The reason is
that, as more data are pre-cached, the performance gradually
approaches optimum, making the optimization harder.

Details of WCC Evaluation. Generally speaking, in com-
parison with Norder+GVS, the processing time of IOE-Order
improves averagely from 17.8% to 22.8% for various sizes
of static cache. Since WCC can be decoupled into a BFS
starting from a random vertex followed by label propagation,
the results of WCC show a similar trend with BFS. Please
refer to the discussion of BFS for more details.

Details of APSP Evaluation. Different from the other two
algorithms, APSP randomly selects 32 source vertices for
multi-source traversal, which requires more data from stor-
age. Thus, APSP naturally shows higher I/O efficiency than
the other two algorithms. Compared with Norder+GVS, IOE-
Order averagely improves 4.7%, 14.4%, 19.0%, 20.5%, and
19.4% regarding processing time as static cache size ranges
from 0% to 40%. Due to the nature of APSP, the performance
difference between IOE-Order and Norder is small when there
is no static cache. Nevertheless, as the size of static cache in-
creases, GVS brings limited help in improving I/O efficiency
because the I/O block issued by the graph system could con-
tain the data which is already pre-cached in the static cache,
which is likely to happen especially for the application like
APSP requiring more data. Therefore, even if the process-
ing time of Norder+GVS can still improve due to the more
pre-cached data, the improvement of Norder+GVS is smaller
than the improvement of IOE-Order. By contrast, since the
pre-cached data are stored together in IOE-Ordered graph, the
issued I/O blocks during graph processing will not contain
those data, making I/O efficiency higher.

4.3 Overhead of Pre-processing

Table 3 shows the online pre-caching times of all graphs. First
of all, GVS requires extremely long time to select vertices.
For gsh2015 graph, it requires up to 83,131 seconds (which
is around 112.19× of the total processing time of BFS) when
the static cache size is 40% of the edge data. Such high time
complexity might fails to reduce the end-to-end graph pro-
cessing time especially when the number of graph workloads
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(a) Total Processing Time of BFS. (b) Total Processing Time of WCC. (c) Total Processing Time of APSP.

(d) I/O Efficiency of BFS. (e) I/O Efficiency of WCC. (f) I/O Efficiency of APSP.

Figure 6: Overall Comparison among IOE-Order and The Other Methods.

Table 3: Online Pre-processing Time (seconds).
Graph Twitter uk2007 gsh2015

Static Cache Size 10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Vertex Selection (OutD) 15.6 16.3 16.9 17.3 39.2 41.6 44.8 46.1 355.5 361.7 364.2 366.3
Edge Loading (OutD) 5.6 6.2 6.8 7.0 16.1 17.4 18.7 19.8 169.2 171.4 174.3 179.0

Vertex Selection (GVS) 1,181.5 1,750.3 2,096.9 2,350.3 2,914.7 4,708.3 6,061.0 7,053.4 31,781.2 53,491.6 70,388.6 83,131.4
Edge Loading (GVS) 5.5 5.9 6.4 6.6 16.3 17.6 18.7 19.6 173.2 180.3 185.6 191.4

Vertex Selection (IOE-Order) N/A (embedded in the step of OutD Binning)
Edge Loading (IOE-Order) 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.2 2.8 5.6 8.4 11.2 24.1 47.9 72.0 96.1

is not large enough to amortize the huge overhead of GVS.
On the other hand, OutD demonstrates an efficient way for
pre-caching, which only requires averagely 361.9 seconds
for vertex selection and 173.5 seconds for edge loading for
gsh2015. However, as shown in Section 4.2, OutD is less
effective to benefit the graph processing than GVS. It might
bring limited help when the number of graph workloads is
large. Compared with the other methods, IOE-Order not only
performs the best in graph processing but also enables very
efficient pre-caching by eliminating the need of vertex selec-
tion. As a result, IOE-Order offers a more practical solution
by bringing the greatest benefit regardless of the number of
graph workloads.

Table 4 shows the offline pre-processing times of all graphs.
Since IOE-Order contains two steps to order a graph, the
overhead of IOE-Order is around two to three times larger than
the overhead of Norder. Fortunately, IOE-Order is inexpensive

and brings more benefits than Norder as shown in Section 4.2.
In particular, IOE-Order is not only 16.5% better on average
but also embeds the result of vertex selection. Furthermore,
since ordering is offline pre-processing, we regard IOE-Order
as a more effective design than Norder.

Table 4: Offline Pre-processing Time (seconds).
Graph Twitter uk2007 gsh2015

Norder 24 52 483
IOE-Order 57 130 1,580

(BFDS+OutD Binning) (35+22) (67+62) (877+703)

4.4 Binning versus Vertex Selection

The following section will justify the benefit brought by the
binning. Specifically, we show that the effectiveness of OutD
Binning is better than OutD vertex selection. Although both
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(a) Processing Time of BFS. (b) Processing Time of WCC. (c) Processing Time of APSP.

Figure 7: Comparison among OutD Binning, GVS-VS, and OutD-VS based on BFDS-ordered Graphs.

of designs are based on out-degree, binning can physically
separate the pre-cached data, making the improvement better.
Furthermore, compared with the time-consuming GVS, OutD
Binning is not only much more efficient in pre-processing but
even demonstrates obvious improvements for some specific
cases. Please note that, since GVS needs to know how the
graph is stored in storage to select vertices, it is extremely
difficult to combine GVS with binning since binning will
modify the order of graph all the time.

For better clarity, we denote OutD Binning as OutD-Bin,
while GVS (OutD) vertex selection as GVS-VS (OutD-VS).
Moreover, to have a fair comparison, we compare OutD-Bin
against GVS-VS and OutD-VS based on the same ordering
(BFDS ordering) with the same experiment setting as Sec-
tion 4.2. Figure 7 depicts the processing times of all three
algorithms, where x-axis denotes the static cache size and
y-axis demonstrates the processing time. Because the space
is limited and the trend of processing time and I/O efficiency
is similar, we only show the results of processing time.

In general, OutD-Bin improves OutD-VS by -1.06%,
7.43%, 15.0%, 17.7%, and 17.0% as the size of static cache
ranges from 0% to 40%. Since the binning will slightly dam-
age the BFDS-ordered structure, BFDS with OutD-Bin per-
forms marginally worse than BFDS when there is no static
cache. Nevertheless, due to the effectiveness of physical sepa-
ration, OutD-Bin performs gradually better than OutD-VS as
the size of static cache increases. On the other hand, compared
with GVS-VS, OutD-Bin improves 3.43%, 9.21%, 10.8%, and
10.0% on average as the size of static cache ranges from 10%
to 40%. The major contribution of this improvement is due to
APSP, where GVS-VS only brings limited help but OutD-Bin
is still effective under the application with natural high I/O
efficiency as discussed in Section 4.2. Particularly, the im-
provement can be up to 18.0% when static cache size is 40%.
Furthermore, OutD-Bin performs better on Twitter, which also
naturally shows higher I/O efficiency than the other graphs
(as shown in Figure 6). Thus, we can also observe great im-
provement from GVS-VS to OutD-Bin under Twitter.

4.5 Impact of Bin Layout and Bin Sizes
As illustrated in Section 3.3, bin size for OutD Binning is
crucial for overall performance. The following section shows

the binning strategy of exponential decay (denoted as Exp.
Decay) of the edge data size is generally better than the naïve
binning strategy, which divides the graph into multiple equal-
sized bins. Particularly, for naïve binning strategy, we create
two graphs by setting the bin sizes to be 5% and 10% of edge
data size; thus, there are totally 20 bins (denoted as 20-Bin)
and 10 bins (denoted as 10-Bin) on the graphs. Due to page
limitations, we only show the results of gsh2015, which is the
largest graph evaluated in this paper.

Figure 8: Gsh2015 with Different Binning Strategies.

Figure 8 depicts the processing times based on gsh2015,
where x-axis denotes the static cache size to edge data and
y-axis demonstrates the processing time. In general, since
all binning strategies are able to capture the critical vertices,
we can observe a similar improvement as the size of static
cache increases. Thus, the performance under 0% static cache
dominates the overall effectiveness. Particularly, Exp. Decay
improves 10-Bin (20-Bin) by 5.7% (10.1%) on average. Fur-
thermore, as shown in Section 4.4, Exp. Decay only slightly
degrades by -1.06% compared with non-binning BFDS. As a
result, binning strategy with exponential decay demonstrates
a great way to not only preserve the structure of BFDS but
also capture the critical vertices.

4.6 Evaluation on Non-BFS-like Algorithms

To discuss the impact of IOE-Order on non-BFS-like algo-
rithms, this section further evaluates IOE-Order against other
graph orderings with non-BFS-like algorithms. Due to page
limitations, we only evaluate two popular non-BFS-like al-
gorithms (i.e., PageRank and K-core), which represent two
completely different access patterns, and only show the re-
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sults of gsh2015 [10]. Specifically, PageRank [18, 39] ranks
the importance of a webpage by repeatedly processing all ver-
tices, whereas K-core [34, 43] detects the clustering structure
of a graph by returning a maximal subgraph that consists of
vertices of degree larger than K.

Table 5: Evaluation of Non-BFS-like Algorithms on Gsh2015.

Algo.
Order

Random In-Degree Norder IOE-Order

Pagerank 927.7 257.9 249.7 255.5
K-Core 795.7 534.2 371.1 314.1

Table 5 shows the total processing time (measured in sec-
onds) based on gsh2015 when four different graph orderings
are utilized with no static cache. Particularly, we can observe
that IOE-Order also has the potential to improve (or at least
not degrade) the performance of the two evaluated non-BFS-
like algorithms. For PageRank, IOE-Order delivers similar
processing time as in-degree ordering and Norder as all of
them are designed to increase the locality of access for BFS-
like algorithms instead of optimizing PageRank. As for K-
core, IOE-Order outperforms the other three orderings (e.g.,
15.4% better than Norder). This is because OutD-Binning
of IOE-Order keeps the vertices of similar degrees together,
resulting in good locality of access for K-core in selectively
removing the vertices of less-than-K degrees.

5 Related Work
Fully External Graph Systems. Besides the semi-external
systems presented in Section 2.1, many efforts have also
been devoted to the development of fully external graph sys-
tems [1, 14, 17, 21, 27, 41, 49, 54]. In contrast to semi-external
systems, fully external systems are very low-cost for storing
both vertex and edge data in storage, and only require a small
amount of memory for runtime graph processing. For exam-
ple, GraphChi [27], which is the first fully external graph
system, divides the whole graph into several partitions and
loads them from storage into memory for further processing.
Xstream [41] proposes to exploit edge-centric computation
model to sequentially streams the edge data into memory.
Based on edge-centric computation model, GridGraph [54]
proposes 2D edge partitioning to further improve the per-
formance by selectively accessing based on partition-level
granularity.

Nevertheless, as these systems tend to issue large and se-
quential I/O to eliminate random access, they often suffer
from the low utilization of loaded data when the graph algo-
rithm only requires a small number of bytes. To tackle this
issue, CLIP [1] proposes to increase the utilization of the
loaded data by performing out-of-order execution to com-
pute across future values. Particularly, CLIP re-computes the
loaded partition to squeeze out all potential vertex updates [1].
LUMOS [49], on the other hand, further provides synchronous
processing semantics for supporting synchronous graph al-

gorithms based on the concept of future value computation.
However, these works are proposed to increase the utilization
of the loaded data for the systems leveraging sequential I/O.
By contrast, IOE-Order is proposed to improve the I/O effi-
ciency for semi-external systems that load only the necessary
data on demand, and thus is orthogonal to the optimization of
CLIP and LUMOS.

Graph Ordering. Ordering has been studied for a long
time [3,4,9,22] for in-memory graph systems [33,37], which
keep the whole graph in memory for processing, and is an
important technique to improve the locality of access. For ex-
ample, Pinar et al. leverage hypergraph to represent temporal
or spatial localities so as to improve the performance of Sparse
Matrixvector Multiplication [40]. Gorder optimizes the local-
ity of vertex attribute updates to speed up CPU computation
for general in-memory graph processing [50]. Nevertheless,
they aims to optimize the computation order or vertex order,
which are different from I/O optimization.

On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2.2, Norder [28]
is proposed to optimize the processing performance of BFS-
like graph algorithms on semi-external graph systems for
reducing the I/O cost. IOE-Order has the same goal, but it
further improves the I/O efficiency by exploiting the traversal
pattern; moreover, OutD-Binning facilitates the pre-caching
with lower pre-processing cost and higher flexibility.

6 Conclusion
This paper presents IOE-Order to practicably boost the pro-
cessing performance of running BFS-like algorithms on semi-
external graph systems by presenting a holistic graph ordering
with two major pre-processing optimizations. Specifically,
BFDS is proposed to leverage both graph traversal pattern
and in-degree information to re-order the graph for higher I/O
efficiency. Moreover, OutD-Binning is further introduced to
refine and split the BFDS-ordered graph into multiple bins
with different average out-degrees. Since all bins are further
sorted and stored sequentially to form the edge data, OutD
Binning not only enables high flexibility and efficiency in
pre-caching the small edge lists but further increases the I/O
efficiency in loading data from the rest of bins during graph
processing. The evaluations show that, compared with the
integrated solution of state-of-the-art pre-processing optimiza-
tions, IOE-Order delivers both high efficiency (by improving
the processing time up to 36.1%) and high practicability (by
entailing much lower pre-processing overhead) for various
BFS-like algorithms.
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